Abstract-The increasing demand for wireless access in vehicular environments (WAVE) supporting a wide range of applications such as traffic safety, surveying, infotainment etc., makes robust channel access schemes a high priority. The presence of selective fading, variable topologies, high density of nodes and feasibility issues represent important challenges in vehicular networks. We present Multi-Carrier Burst Contention, a crosslayer protocol based on a contention scheme that spans both time and frequency domains, employing short and unmodulated energy bursts and a randomized and recursive node-elimination mechanism in order to resolve collisions. It can overcome many of the vehicular environment challenges and provide desirable WAVE features such as scalability, robustness, prioritized access and others. We address physical layer related challenges, present an analytical model, hardware implementation and performance results from theoretical analysis, hardware measurements and simulations, which were run in comparison with the IEEE 802.11p. The results show high scalability and resilience to channel fading and variable topologies and a considerable performance improvement over IEEE 802.11p.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
NTELLIGENT Transportation Systems (ITS) encompass collective efforts to improve traffic safety and advance driving experience by enabling vehicle-to-vehicle, vehicle-toroadside and vehicle-to-infrastructure communications. Also envisioned are bandwidth-sensitive communications owing to the increasing demand for in-vehicle infotainment and to the potential of vehicles to act as real-time environment surveyors. Such applications can yield networks with very high number and density of nodes, which, coupled with the inherent challenges such as high mobility, highly variable topologies and channel fading, makes efficient medium access control (MAC) a high priority and a challenge.
IEEE 802.11-based solutions initially developed for wireless LANs and mobile ad-hoc networks (MANET) were also investigated for vehicle-to-roadside topologies and vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANET). The IEEE 802.11p amendment [1] to the IEEE 802.11-2007 standard [2] , is dedicated to providing wireless access in vehicular environments (WAVE) in the 5.9 GHz band. IEEE 802.11p uses an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) physical layer (PHY) and employs carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) and binary exponential backoff, very similar in most aspects to IEEE 802.11a. One major difference is that the channel bandwidth is halved to 10 MHz and the OFDM symbol duration is doubled for increased fading resilience. An early survey of MAC protocols, designed for MANETs but that could be adapted for VANETs, has been presented in [3] . Protocols specifically proposed for vehicular networks include both contention-based and schedule-based approaches. Contention-based schemes [4] , [5] , [6] commonly use CSMA variations with different priority levels to increase resilience to high mobility. As with many CSMA-based schemes, these suffer from high collision rate and unpredictable delays under high loads and fading scenarios [7] , which are typically found in vehicular networks. Schedule-based schemes generally use time division multiple access (TDMA) techniques. TDMA was proposed in conjunction with space-division multiplexing [8] , [9] , where time slots are mapped onto road divisions. Although promising, this will likely result in network subutilization for sparse traffic and may be hindered by inaccurate location information. Other schemes [10] , [11] achieve TDMA transmission opportunity using a CSMA-based random access channel. These however suffer from the same issues as the CSMA-based protocols mentioned above. TDMA was also proposed in conjunction with directional antennas [12] or self-configuring algorithms [13] to provide bounded latency, the obvious drawback being increased sensitivity to topology changes and adverse channel qualities. More recently, cooperative communications have also been incorporated in MAC protocols for vehicular networks [14] to further improve network throughput but at the cost of increased implementation complexity and topology dependency. IEEE 802.11p MAC enhancements have also been suggested [15] , [16] , [17] , these having in common the decrease of the data traffic load using improved prioritization, e.g. avoiding collisions by using polling [15] . Even though the average delay is decreased, they all suffer from the inherent CSMA/CA drawbacks, the worst case collision scenario still being a major issue.
A successful MAC design for environments such as vehicular networks -subject to variable topologies, adverse channel quality and high density and fluctuations in the number of nodes -should strive to provide real performance scalability and resilience to variable and adverse factors, but it should in equal measure carefully investigate and address the underlying PHY, feasibility, implementation and real-world challenges.
This paper proposes a contention-based cross-layer protocol that distributes contention onto the frequency domain as well as the time domain. The proposed scheme, Multi-Carrier Burst Contention (MCBC), employs a rapidly converging node elimination algorithm [18] and synchronized rounds. We compare MCBC to IEEE 802.11p and show that it is scalable in performance, resilient to environment and topology changes and capable to provide prioritized access. More importantly, we did not restrict ourselves to a theoretical study but also built a hardware testbed to validate the design and performed a thorough feasibility study to address challenges related to the PHY and real-world implementations.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the MAC layer with the contention scheme and prioritized access methods. Section III contains the study and solutions to the most challenging PHY issues pertaining to the novel MAC design, namely transmission and detection of specific non-standard signals, frequency shift, channel fading and time shift. Section IV presents the hardware testbed and time synchronization mechanism, built to validate some of the performance and feasibility claims. In Section V, we show an analysis of the proposed scheme taking into account cumulative fading. Finally, Section VI shows performance results in comparison with IEEE 802.11p and we conclude with Section VII.
We note that throughout the paper, we refer to IEEE 802.11p [1] as being the IEEE 802.11-2007 standard [2] with the latest IEEE 802.11p amendments (draft D9.0, Sep 2009).
II. MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL LAYER (MAC)
The MCBC data exchange is similar to IEEE 802.11. The contention mechanism preceding any data frame is however very different (not based on CSMA or backoff strategies). In brief, contention windows (CW) are synchronized and contain R rounds, during which nodes run the MCBC contention algorithm detailed in Section II-A. A high-level example with two nodes, STA A and STA B , employing the MCBC protocol, is shown in Fig. 1 where STA A happens to win the contention and thus proceeds to transmit its data frame.
Contrary to IEEE 802.11, MCBC does not use a fourway handshake (e.g. RTS/CTS). The feedback mechanism of the contention scheme mitigates the hidden node problem intrinsically. Since this happens during the CW, it has the advantage of a much reduced overhead that also reduces power consumption. MCBC exchanges no data during contention: it relies on transmitting and detecting very short (a few μs) and unmodulated energy bursts on random and individual subcarrier frequencies. The frames sent after the CW are compliant with the standard [1] . We also note the absence of distributed inter-frame spaces (DIFS) -prioritized access and Quality of Service (QoS) are achieved differently, as explained in Section II-C. MCBC nodes can start contenting at synchronized and fixed intervals of duration T , hence a low frame collision probability is imperative to maintain a high efficiency. Even though time synchronization is a challenge, we show an effective sync mechanism having a low hardware footprint in Section IV as part of the MCBC hardware implementation.
A. Contention Algorithm
The contention scheme is the heart of MCBC's performance. In this section, we assume that each node can transmit onand distinguish between F individual subcarrier frequencies. Fig. 3 and its description provide a quick understanding. The process and challenges of transmitting and detecting individual subcarriers is detailed in the next section.
Each CW has a fixed length of R rounds, each comprising a contention slot followed by a feedback slot. Here, a node can be either a contender, nominee or referee. In an infrastructure network, the AP is the dedicated and sole referee. Nodes with data to send start as contenders, while the others will remain idle. In each round, a fraction of contenders are randomly promoted to nominees, meaning they can compete. The nominees who win the round are promoted to contenders for the next round, while those who lose turn idle (if infrastructure) or become referees (if adhoc). The nominees who win the last round initiate their data transmission. Thus, the primary goal of the algorithm is to maximize the probability that there is a single winning nominee in the last round. Fig. 2 shows the algorithm diagram of a node. In the contention slot, contenders become nominees with probability p, i.e., they flip a coin. Nominees (those who flipped yes) transmit a burst of energy on a subcarrier frequency index j, chosen randomly from 1,.., F . Nodes that flipped no listen for bursts on all F subcarriers and, if any are detected, they become referees and record m: the index of the highest indexed subcarrier a burst was heard on -by convention, this is the right-most non-zero bit index in the subcarrier bitmask of F bits provided by the PHY. In the feedback slot, referees transmit an energy burst on subcarrier index m and nominees listen for bursts on all F subcarriers. Nominees which detect their old chosen subcarrier (i.e., nodes for which the right-most m equals j) will change status to contender (won), whilst the others will change status to referee (lost). The contention proceeds into the next round with the new and fewer contenders until the round after which all standing contenders initiate their data transmission.
In an infrastructure network, the AP is the dedicated and unique referee, so nodes that lose a round simply turn idle instead of becoming referees. Here, the blocks marked optional in Fig. 2 help in fading channels (see Section VI) to sense whether there were other contention bursts in case the reply from the referee is faded. For good quality channels, these blocks are redundant and can be skipped, i.e., nodes do not have to listen for bursts during the contention slots. In an adhoc network these blocks are enabled, and nodes who become referees will remain referees until the end of the last round. Fig. 3 depicts an example for an infrastructure network of M = 250 competing nodes where the contention uses R = 3 rounds and F = 4 subcarriers. The ad-hoc case was evaluated 
Optional in infrastructure
( †) Fig. 2 . Contention algorithm running in a node. The node enters contention from Idle as contender if it has data to send. In an adhoc network, if it does not have data to send, the node may choose to remain idle or start as referee. In an infrastructure network, the AP is the dedicated and only referee, following the same algorithm, and the blue dashed transitions do not exist. Dashed lines represent transitions between contender, nominee and referee states.
in [7] . All 250 nodes are initially contenders (c = 250). During the first contention slot, ct 1 , contenders become nominees with probability p = 0.5 by flipping a coin. Let's assume that n = 132 nodes flip yes, thus becoming nominees; subsequently, each of them transmits an energy burst on a random subcarrier f j , where j = 1,.., F . The referee listens to the channel to identify the active subcarrier with the highest index, in this case f 4 . During the feedback slot of the first round, fb 1 , the referee transmits an energy burst on f 4 and the 34 nominees that had used it in ct 1 will thus select themselves as round winners. The remaining 118 contenders will detect a different subcarrier than the one they had used in ct 1 and hence will lose the contention. The winners are promoted to contenders (c = 34) for the next round and the contention continues similarly until the end of the third round. In fb 3 , the referee selects the subcarrier with the highest index from ct 3 (now f 3 ) and then the winner initiates its data transmission. If multiple winners survive contention, a packet collision will occur.
The algorithm maximizes the probability that there is a single winner after the last round. This approaches 1 very quickly since approximately M (p/F ) R contenders are expected to reach the end of contention, which represents a steep exponential decrease owing to the very low ratio p/F .
If a node does not hear a reply in the feedback slot (due to fading or if there were no referees or if all nodes flipped no, so the referees remain silent) then it will select itself as round winner; this also results from the state diagram. Hence, if there is no reply in the feedback slot then all contender nodes win. This ensures protocol correctness: a) there is always at least one winner at the end of the contention and b) a unique round winner will also be the overall contention winner as well. These theorems are straightforward to prove. Fairness in MCBC is inherent since all contention parameters are fixed and equal among all nodes and there is no dependency on previous attempts. Hence, statistically, there are no nodes having priority over the rest. Fixed parameters also helps making MCBC resilient to topology changes.
B. Performance Extensions
In its very essence, the algorithm reduces the number of contenders. We can achieve a steeper descent as the algorithm progresses by applying two performance improvements -at no hardware complexity or delay costs: a different flipping probability p in each round and a non-uniform distribution to choose from the F subcarriers. Since we should avoid the case where all nodes flip yes or all nodes flip no (in both cases, all nodes win and the round is wasted) and since the number of nodes is being reduced on average after each round, we can enforce a more rapid decrease in the first rounds (when there are more nodes) and a slower decrease in the last rounds (when there are fewer nodes). Thus, p should be an increasing function of the round number r, noting it with p r . This is taken into account in Section V and used in Section VI.
We can further obtain fewer winners on average by giving a lower probability to the higher indexed subcarriers. Similarly, we should avoid the case where all nodes pick the same subcarrier index so we should employ a probability distribution that is selective in the first rounds and tends to be uniform in the last rounds. We can employ a modified geometric distribution for this purpose having the probability mass function:
where r = 1,.., R is the round number, f = 1,.., F is the subcarrier index and α r ∈ [0, 1] is the distribution parameter. It is easy to show that lim αr→1 q r,f = 1/F . So, by making α r an increasing function of r, we obtain the desired effect mentioned above where q r,f r=R is close or equal to 1/F . In hardware terms, different p r values are achieved using different (rather than equal) comparison thresholds for the random number generator (RNG) and geometric distributed random numbers are achieved using geometrically (rather than uniformly) spaced thresholds. All thresholds are tabulated in lookup tables so complexity and delay are unaffected.
C. Prioritized Access and QoS Extensions
It is important for a MAC protocol to offer prioritized access, especially in vehicular networks, e.g. for safety messages or infrastructure communication. Considering the current trend of multimedia content streaming over the wireless link, QoS capability is also a desired feature.
Here, the first contention round is used for priority signalling: the lower subcarrier indexes are mapped to QoS classes and the higher subcarrier indexes are reserved for emergency signalling. The remaining contention rounds are then used for normal contention. Contenders would burst on the subcarriers corresponding to their message priority, the feedback slot ensuring that only the highest priority nodes would continue in the subsequent contention rounds. A roundrobin scheme is inherently being created among same priority nodes. This happens if there is sufficient bandwidth to accommodate all traffic. Otherwise, nodes increase their priority based on their waiting time, to avoid starvation.
The 2004 FCC ruling [19] suggests that safety messages in the Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) context are to be sent on the control channel. Since maximum reliability is required, these need to take precedence over any lower priority messages. In this case, an emergency node will burst in both contention and feedback slots on the reserved subcarriers to silence all other nodes. To avoid collision between safety messages of equal priority, the subsequent rounds are used for contention, the protocol guaranteeing that at least one wins. Since a contention round is very short, around 20 μs, MCBC can afford to employ several contention rounds to achieve maximum reliability: Section VI shows a success probability at the network level of virtually 1.0 when 4 rounds are used. This means that a safety message incurs virtually no additional delay other than potentially the delay caused by other equal or higher priority safety messages who won the channel.
The second method is based on the concepts in Section II-B. A flexible QoS access scheme is achieved if a node selects multiple subcarriers instead of only one, thus increasing its chance of winning, according to its data traffic class. This can be accompanied by an increase of p r or decrease of α r . This way, starvation is avoided when there is not enough bandwidth to accommodate all traffic. Otherwise, it becomes less reliable than the above method, i.e., even though fairness among same priority nodes is ensured statistically, there are short-term random delays.
We note that further analysis and evaluation of these features is out of the scope of the paper.
III. PHYSICAL LAYER (PHY)
Using unmodulated individual subcarriers as the basis for the contention algorithm introduces several non-trivial challenges. In this section, we describe the enhancements to the PHY that allow the implementation of MCBC, explore various real-world issues that can severely hinder protocol feasibility and we present our solutions to address them.
MCBC uses an augmented version of the OFDM PHY of IEEE 802.11p [1] . Data transmission is unchanged. During contention it transmits and senses custom shaped energy bursts on individual subcarrier frequencies. We define:
• a contention subcarrier or MCBC subcarrier as the FFT index of a subcarrier that is used during contention • a contention burst or MCBC burst as an unmodulated signal of short duration, carrying no data (a blind unmodulated energy burst), on the frequency of an MCBC subcarrier. The PHY enhancements are two blocks shown in Fig. 4 : the Contention Subcarrier Activation (CSA) in the transmitter and Contention Subcarrier Sensing (CSS) in the receiver.
It is possible to transmit and detect energy bursts on a specific subcarrier using the properties of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT): a signal constellation with a non-zero value at subcarrier index j and zero at all subcarrier indexes i = j given as input to the Inverse FFT (IFFT) block will yield a signal with the energy concentrated on subcarrier j. When transmitting (activating) contention bursts, none of the conventional PHY transmitter blocks prior to the IQ modulator are used. This is because the burst signal samples corresponding to the F contention subcarriers are tabulated in look-up tables (or ROMs) inside the CSA block which controls and feeds directly the IQ modulator. When receiving (sensing) contention bursts, none of the receiver blocks after the IQ modulator are used, except for the FFT. This is because we are interested only in extracting the energy levels of the F specific subcarriers at the FFT outputs. The CSS block controls (triggers) the FFT and transforms its output into a simple F -bit bitmask signal, which is passed to the MAC. The bitmask is 1 at all subcarrier indexes where the energy is above a determined threshold and 0 at the others. More details regarding the hardware blocks can be found in Section IV.
With this approach, any signal shape and size can be tabulated which results in a considerably reduced delay during contention, considering that only a small subset of the PHY is used. However, since the bursts are not frequency synchronized and since multiple nodes transmit simultaneous bursts on random subcarriers, the shape and spectrum features of the contention bursts as well as the detection efficiency and reliability are crucial aspects concerning protocol feasibility.
A. Contention Bursts and Frequency Shift
MCBC performs no frequency synchronization for contention (it does for data); no OFDM preamble or pilot subcarriers are used for the contention bursts in order to minimize contention duration and to maximize spectrum efficiency. However, without frequency synchronization, frequency shift is a major issue that needs to be addressed. The subcarrier spacing in the 10 MHz OFDM channel bandwidth specified in the standard [1] is Δf = 156.25 kHz given by the 64-point FFT. The standard specifies C = 52 subcarriers and a center frequency tolerance of max ±20 ppm which gives ±118 kHz maximum shift at 5.9 GHz. The maximum relative shift between a transmitting and a receiving node is thus Δf max shift = 236 kHz. This is very large, equal to 1.5 Δf , and rules out the possibility of using adjacent subcarriers (without frequency synchronization). Under these conditions, other sources for frequency shift, such as Doppler, are a negligible problem, e.g. at 100 mph (161 km/h) and 5.9 GHz center frequency, the Doppler shift is only 0.88 kHz.
MCBC addresses the frequency shift problem in two stages, without increasing hardware complexity. First, it uses a subset of F < C subcarriers and spaces them so that any nonzero contribution from adjacent subcarriers is reduced, as shown in Fig. 5 where F = 6. For a desired number of contention subcarriers F , the maximum frequency spacing Δf cont normalized to Δf (i.e., the number of FFT bins between two adjacent contention subcarriers) is given by:
Fig. 5 (middle) shows the spectrum of F = 6 contention subcarriers spaced with Φ = 10. This is the FFT response of a 64-point rectangular time window as specified in the standard [1] . Its side-lobe attenuation and fall-off ratio are low; considering the large frequency shift and that multiple nodes can simultaneously burst on the same subcarrier, increasing the received power at the receiver, this can lead to false positives at neighboring contention subcarriers.
Let us assume a worst case scenario, depicted in Fig. 6 . Even though this scenario is virtually impossible in practice, it allows us to determine the bounds and safe values for some of the MCBC parameters. In this scenario, 20 nodes happen to pick and transmit on the same subcarrier and they travel at very high velocity relative to the receiver, 230 mph (370 km/h), giving a Doppler shift of 2 kHz; the receiver is shifted in frequency with the maximum value +118 kHz and every transmitter is shifted in frequency with the opposite maximum value −118 kHz, giving the maximum relative frequency shift between each transmitter and the receiver, i.e., Δf shift = 238 kHz 1.52 Δf , which includes the Doppler shift. Let us also consider a relatively high received power from each node of −43 dBm which gives a total received power of −30 dBm at the receiver. Assuming that the contention subcarrier spacing is Φ = 6, we notice that the minimum attenuation at the adjacent contention subcarrier frequency (i.e., at f = 6Δf ) is only 22.9 dB in the case of the rectangular window (Fig. 6 top) . For a detection threshold of −65 dBm [1] , the energy sensed in the equivalent FFT filter bandwidth B = 2Δf would be higher than the threshold and would yield a false positive at that subcarrier index for the MCBC contention algorithm.
The larger spacing Φ allows MCBC to use a custom time window. Recently, windows based on Ultraspherical polynomials have been proposed for signal processing [20] . We employ an Ultraspherical window (Figs. 5 and 6 bottom) because of its customization abilities. For our purposes, the advantages are threefold: it has a higher side-lobe attenuation (reduces contribution of neighbor subcarriers) which, consequently, allows to span a slightly larger bandwidth (i.e., use C > 52 FFT bins) and has a wider main lobe (improves detection of bursts in case of frequency shift). We note that the resulting spectrum still needs to meet the specified spectrum mask requirements [1] . There is however a compromise: a wider main lobe (or higher side-lobe attenuation) increases the minimum contention subcarrier spacing Φ min which in turn decreases the maximum number of contention subcarriers F max . Noting with W the main lobe width in Hz at the desired side-lobe attenuation level [21] , we have:
Plugging (3) into (2), and considering the 0 dB spectrum mask bandwidth W 0 = 9 MHz specified in the standard, we get:
Since it is out of the scope of this paper to investigate window design, we list in Table I the parameters and spectral properties of contention bursts based on Ultraspherical windows which give good performance, for various Φ, F and worst case frequency shift, Δf shift = 238 kHz. Performance was evaluated in terms of neighboring MCBC subcarrier attenuation, transmit mask compliance [1] and detection error, as we will show in the next subsections.
Spacing subcarriers and using a different time window does not increase hardware complexity or processing delay. All signal samples, i.e., the time window samples of the F contention subcarriers, are hardwired in look-up tables in the CSA block that feeds the IQ modulator, offering full flexibility with no complexity penalty. The 64 values for subcarrier j cached in the CSA block are:
where j = 1,..,F , k = 0,..,63, w[k] is the k th window sample, i is the imaginary number, Φ is the MCBC spacing from Table I , and Δf = 156.25 kHz is the OFDM subcarrier spacing [1] .
B. Time Shift
High mobility, a characteristic of vehicular networks, makes the distance between nodes variable, so simultaneous contention bursts will arrive at the receiver at different time instants due to propagation delays and delay spreads. Independently, even though nodes are time synchronized (time synchronization is detailed in Section IV), there is unavoidably also a time synchronization error. We note the combined maximum time shift of all these effects with t max shift .
1 Φ = 3 should not be used as it yields a high detection error probability. where f s is the sampling frequency, f s = 10 MHz in IEEE 802.11p [1] .
Since the FFT sees the time signal as periodic, a CP can cause a discontinuity between the first and last samples (unless N CP = 64m) and the side lobe attenuation of the transmitted burst decreases. This may cause the transmit spectrum to no longer meet the spectrum mask requirements. The Ultraspherical windows parameters we computed in Table I however yield signals that meet the transmit mask requirements for all scenarios, including the worst case shown in Fig. 7 .
We need to extract only the received energy level so only the spectral magnitude is of interest. A signal x(t − t 0 ), where t 0 is the time shift, has the FFT response X(f ) e −2πif t0 , where X(f ) is the FFT response of x(t). Knowing that e −2πif t0 = 1, the magnitude of the time shifted signal is X(f ) . In MCBC, multiple nodes transmit bursts simultaneously. Let us consider two simultaneous bursts (the general case follows similarly), time shifted with t 0 , i.e., ax(t) + bx(t − t 0 ). Assuming N is large enough to accommodate t 0 , the combined FFT response magnitude is |X(f )|· a + be −2πif t0 = |X(f )|· a 2 +b 2 +2ab cos(2πf t 0 ) . As shown in Fig. 8 , the worst case scenario is when a = b which gives a null at f = 1 2t0 . This is highly unlikely to happen in practice, yet worth investigating. Further still, if the frequency shift Δf shift equals 1 2t0 then the energy level sensed in the effective FFT bandwidth per subcarrier, B = 2Δf = 0.3125 MHz, would be the lowest. However, we see that for t 0 < 2 μs, the window response is little affected (on average it is actually amplified, as expected) for all frequency shifts Δf shift ≤ Δf max shift = 238 kHz. Thus, ideally, the maximum time and frequency shifts would satisfy:
In order to catch 64 valid samples of the CP-protected Ultraspherical burst, choosing the right time instant to trigger the FFT is vital. Assuming a maximum propagation delay δ max and synchronization error t sync , the CP length needs to be N CP = f s (δ max + t sync ) and the FFT should be triggered after N CP /f s + T PHY seconds, where T PHY is the PHY delay.
C. Burst Detection
We ran exhaustive MATLAB channel simulations for various parameter values: M nodes transmit simultaneously, each picking a random contention subcarrier from the F subcarriers in Table I An important adverse factor for any carrier sense mechanism is external interference, which can be from nodes using the same protocol, or unknown interference. We note that in the DSRC/WAVE context, because the spectrum is licensed the amount of unknown interference is much reduced. To validate the MCBC burst detection mechanism, we forced every node to avoid picking the 6 th indexed MCBC subcarrier, i.e., FFT bins −8, −3, 7 and 18 for Φ equals 4, 5, 7 and 9 respectively. This allowed us to evaluate the interference caused by all other subcarriers activated by other nodes, at the frequency of this (inactive) subcarrier and the false-positive detection error. Fig. 9 shows typical FFT responses and we notice that the power level of the inactive (6 th ) contention subcarrier is well below all other FFT bins from the horizontal axis, even for many simultaneously transmitting nodes (M > 250) or narrow frequency spacing (Φ = 4), cases representing worst case scenarios. To implement a detection threshold, we need to evaluate the difference between the inactive (6 th ) subcarrier power and the lowest received power among all active subcarriers (worst case). Fig. 10 shows the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the two received normalized power values for M = 250 simultaneous random bursts. Increasing Φ will increase the distance between the two curves, an expected result since a larger Φ allows using windows with higher side-lobe attenuation. Thus, it is sufficient to investigate only the worst case, Φ = 4. 
D. Channel Fading
In realistic environments, particularly in vehicular networks, channel fading represents a serious challenge. For vehicular networks, because of the very high mobility, the channel state can vary greatly both in time and frequency and thus we should consider fast fading but also frequency selective fading, i.e., different subcarriers have different fading characteristics. Selective fading can reduce the received power of an active contention subcarrier at the receiver below the detection threshold thus causing a false negative for the MAC algorithm. Evidently, this adversely affects the MAC contention algorithm, increasing the frame collision probability.
1) Ricean Fading:
In vehicular networks, we can assume that there may exist both a direct line of sight (LOS) and multipath propagation between transceivers. The Rice distribution [22] fits those characteristics and is discussed here as an example; the analytic model presented in Section V is agnostic to the fading model so any model that is deemed appropriate (e.g. [23] ) can be used, following the description below.
Let us consider the general case of a node-pair i, j, where node i transmits and node j senses the channel to determine if it is idle or busy. We note with Y i,j the random variable representing the instantaneous received power at node j when node i is transmitting. For simplicity, we consider links between nodes to be statistically similar, described by an average received power, y = E[Y i,j ] for all i, j, where E[.] denotes the expectation operation. The received signal power probability density function (PDF) of the Rice distribution is [22] :
where I 0 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind with order zero [24] and s 2 and 2σ 2 are the average received power of the LOS component and of the multipath component respectively. The overall average received power is:
Node j can correctly identify a busy channel if Y i,j is at least equal to a predefined detection threshold y 0 . However, in the event that Y i,j < y 0 then node j incorrectly detects the channel as idle and yields a false negative. The probability ξ that node i will not be overheard by node j is called outage probability and is obtained from the CDF:
where Q 0 is the Marcum Q function [24] . 2) Cumulative Fading: In much of the MAC literature, a binary hidden/visible model is employed regardless of the number of simultaneous transmissions. This is unrealistic since for n > 1 simultaneously transmitting nodes, the transmitted signals cumulate at the receiver, and so, individual hidden nodes can still yield a received signal power above the detection threshold if more of them transmit simultaneously. It is thus appropriate to assume a proper distribution to model this case. In our Ricean example, for n simultaneous transmissions the received signal power follows a non-central chi-square distribution with 2n degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter ns 2 [22] . The outage probability ξ n with respect to the same threshold y 0 is given by its CDF:
where Q n is the generalized Marcum Q function [24] . We can also describe Ricean fading using the fading factor K = s 2 /2σ 2 (the ratio between the LOS and multipath average received power), which is a measure of the fading severity: when K = 0 it reverts to Rayleigh fading (no LOS component) and when K →∞ there is no fading (no multipath component). Hence, we have:
3) Fading Resilience: MCBC has an inherent degree of resilience to selective fading thanks to the random selection from the F subcarriers and the multiple rounds, similar to frequency hopping schemes. However, it can benefit from additional redundancy similar to error-correction schemes. A straightforward yet effective method for improving resilience to selective fading is for a node to burst on 2 or more subcarriers simultaneously, instead of only 1, by repeating (copying) its chosen subcarrier across the spectrum with distance k ΦF , where k is an integer. Thus, for L copies, a node transmits simultaneous bursts on subcarrier indexes j, j +ΦF, j +2ΦF, . . . , j +(L−1)ΦF , with j randomly selected from 0,..,F − 1. A binary representation is possible and is depicted in Table II where a randomly selected row represents the binary bitmask of the activated subcarrier(s). The corresponding symbolic spectrum is shown in the figure underneath. We see that for any j, the corresponding L subcarriers span a large spectrum bandwidth. Also, different j values do not have overlapping active subcarriers (bits of 1) which allows to uniquely identify a selected row for up to L−1 faded subcarriers (errors). These two frequency diversity features offer very good selective fading resilience as shown in Section VI. The MAC can perform bitwise AND operations against the received bitmask from the PHY to find the winning j index. By caching all 2 F ·L bitmasks into look-up tables, bitwise operations are not needed and hardware complexity and delay remain unaffected by this fading resilience measure. Also, no hardware changes to the CSA block are needed. The CSA block will simply hold different 64-point window samples; for a choice j = 0,..,F − 1 these are (see (5)):
It is important to note that the total number of contention subcarriers with repetition must still be lower than the maximum available contention subcarriers from (4), i.e., F · L ≤ F max must hold, e.g. a value F max = 15 allows F = 5 different subcarriers (rows) copied L = 3 times, or any combination of F and L which satisfies the above inequality. Obviously, this is a compromise between fading resilience (higher L) and frequency diversity (higher F ).
Usually, fading levels for subcarriers spaced with Δf are correlated. In vehicular networks however, due to high frequency selectivity, we can assume that correlation between subcarriers spaced with more than ΦΔf is very low. Hence, when n nodes transmit simultaneously on the same subcarrier and a repetition length L is used, the outage probability of the cumulative contention burst is reduced to ξ L n .
IV. HARDWARE TESTBED
To validate the algorithm and its timings, the time synchronization and all concepts described in Sections II and III, we built a hardware testbed, shown in Fig. 12 , based on an Altera EP2C35F FPGA platform board. We note that the goal was not to build fully working prototypes since a real-world evaluation of several tens or hundreds of simultaneous transmitting nodes requires as many prototypes. A testbed emulating a real-world network of nodes allows validating many of the performance claims that would otherwise require numerous prototypes. The testbed consists partly of multiple MCBC cores implemented on the same chip and a separate analogue board with independent free running quartz oscillators from different manufacturers so that each core is independently clocked to emulate real nodes. Having cores independently clocked also allows to investigate frequency shift (see Section III-A) and test the time sync mechanism detailed below.
The MCBC block diagram is shown in Fig. 13 . When receiving a burst, the CSS block reads the FFT outputs, extracts the signal strength of the F contention subcarriers (phase information along with the signal strength of the other 64 − F subcarriers is discarded), compares the F values with the predefined detection threshold (see Section III-C) and ultimately passes an F -bit bitmask to the main state machine. The bitmask is 1 for subcarriers where the signal strength was above the threshold and 0 for the ones below the threshold. The state machine runs the contention algorithm, triggers the FFT and the other conventional PHY blocks (see Fig. 4 ), controls the RNG and synchronizes all signals on the pulse received from the time synchronizing block. The RNG was implemented using a combination of linear feedback and cellular automata shift registers (LFSR+CASR) [25] ; this provides better bit independence, permitting to generate long sequences once per contention session and to use groups of bits to minimize delay. When transmitting a burst, the state machine generates a random F -bit contention subcarrier bitmask which is mapped by a decoder to appropriate enable signals, driving the I and Q ROMs in the CSA block; these hold the Ultraspherical samples s j,k from (12) (see Section III-D3) and feed the PHY's IQ modulator.
First, to validate the MCBC bursts spectral features and the detection mechanism from Sections III-C and III-D, an MCBC core was connected to the IQ modulator, tuned at 2.49 GHz (hardware limitation), using 12-bit D/A converters available on the FPGA board. The transmit spectrum of the bursts was observed using a spectrum analyzer in both close (same room) and far+occluded (multiple walls) locations from the transmitter. Fig. 14 shows the received spectrum of a 64 samples MCBC burst (i.e., after removal of CP) and a good match between the theoretical and measured spectrum can be observed. Fig. 15 shows the measured transmit spectrum of the worst case MCBC burst with CP as detailed in Section III-B, which matches the theoretical spectrum from Fig. 7 and meets the transmit mask requirements.
Second, to measure timings, validate the time sync mechanism and take contention measurements, up to 16 cores were implemented (the EP2C35F has only 16 clock buffers) to emulate a real network, shown in Fig. 16 . A block emulating a real-world OR channel was implemented to add subcarrier energy levels and to feed a referee core. The channel inputs and outputs of each core pass through Fading+Delay blocks that apply random Ricean fading and random time delay. Each core's state machine feeds a contention analyzer block and a Virtual IO that taps directly into the internal FPGA signals interfaces with the PC.
Time Synchronization
IEEE 802.11p [1] specifies Timing Advertisement frames which are beacon-like frames advertising the estimate of the difference to an external master clock and an estimate of the standard deviation. The implementer is free to choose the external time source and the synchronization mechanism. As suggested in [1] , in vehicular networks it is sensible to assume the existence of a GPS receiver that also provides a timing strobe, typically 1 pulse per second (pps). We note the existence of inexpensive off-the-shelf GPS timing products with good accuracy (below 50 ns [26] , [27] ) and good holdover ability (below 200 ns/h drift after loss of GPS steering [28]). For indoors networks, nodes can synchronize on the AP beacons using the same mechanism described below. In our implementation, we did not use an accurate master clock, time sync between cores being implemented using a low quality ±100 ppm oscillator, down-converted to output 1, 2, 5 and 10 pps strobes. The oscillators clocking the M + 1 cores were ±20 ppm [1] . Without synchronization, we measured a maximum 34 μs/s core-to-core relative drift and 93 μs/s coreto-master clock relative drift, which is far too large. As the master clock is also drifting, this calls for an adaptive sync scheme. We implemented a linear prediction design having a low hardware footprint, based on parallel counters and look-up tables, to estimate the number of overrunning or underrunning cycles and to maintain a deviation estimate. Noting with f c the local clock frequency and Δf c the measured drift from the master clock, then the number of cycles to trigger an adjustment of the synchronized pulse is:
The remainders are optionally used for deviation estimation and fine adjustment. Thus, the scheme can follow the master clock and the maximum drift from the master clock is:
Fig . 17 shows measurements for a 1 pps master strobe and 3 synchronized MCBC cores where the oscilloscope persistence reveals maximum 100 ns drift from the master strobe. For 30 s training period, the holdover drift (i.e., after loss of master clock signal) was measured below 1.2 μs/h. Considering that the PHY and MAC processing delays are fixed, this sync method would also work when using the Time Advertisement frame as master clock, even if it is not periodically received (due to collisions or fading) as the frame contains the time info; the disadvantage over using a GPS time strobe is that nodes would receive the frame at different time instants due to propagation delay so the overall sync time-guard increases.
The FPGA footprint of an MCBC core is 520 logic cells (excluding IQ ROMs), a big part being the divider from (13) . The maximum operating frequency was 368 MHz. The MAC processing delay, i.e., the time elapsed since the contention round strobe until the full reply is ready for the PHY, was less than 50 ns when using a 20 MHz local clock.
V. ANALYTIC MODEL
As packet collisions can drastically hinder performance, it is important to analyze the contention scheme's performance, i.e., the probability that there is a unique winning node after R rounds, taking into account cumulative channel fading. The contention mechanism does not depend on past attempts or packet error (which is out of the scope of this paper), so the equations presented here hold for all cases. Moreover, since contention sessions are independent, various packet arrival distributions, e.g. exponential, only affect the number of initial contender nodes M . Thus, we analyze saturation arrival without loss of generality since M is variable. We consider the more challenging case of non-reciprocal channels, i.e., fading characteristics on the forward channel (nodes to referee) differ from those on the feedback channel (referee to nodes), and note the feedback channel outage probability with ξ ref , given by (9) . For reciprocal channels ξ ref = ξ 1 . Due to space limitations, in the analytical model nodes rely solely on the referee reply, hence they do not listen for bursts during contention slots (the optional blocks in Fig. 2 are skipped) and we assume that a referee is present.
It is worth mentioning that the model presented here applies to a large extent to other systems that use individual OFDM subcarriers for higher level applications, e.g. SMACK [29] or Spectrum Pooling [30] , and for general leader election schemes that use parallel random selections.
A. Success Probability
The key probabilities used in the analysis are listed in Table III . Following the protocol's recursive nature and correctness (Section II-A), i.e., a) there is always at least one winner in a round and b) a single round winner will also be the single overall contention winner, then P c,r is:
which is a recursive form showing there is a single winner when either the current round r yields a single winner out of c contender nodes or when the next round r − 1 yields a single winner out of the w winners of the current round. The obvious recursion stop condition is P c,1 = μ c,1,1 . pr the flipping probability in round r (see Section II-A) q r,f the choice probability in round r or the probability to pick subcarrier index f from the predefined F contention subcarriers; when uniform then
the outage probability due to channel fading for n cumulative simultaneous bursts and for the referee burst respectively, for a repetition length L (see Sections III-D2 and III-D3) Pc,r the unique-winner probability, i.e., the probability that there is a single winner after r rounds, given there were c contender nodes at the beginning of the first round. For simplicity, rounds are assumed to decrease from r to 1, where r = 1,..,R μc,w,r the condenters-winners probability, i.e., the probability that round r finishes with w winning nodes, given that there were c contender nodes at the beginning of the round ν n,w,f the nominees-winners probability, i.e., the probability that, given there were n nominee nodes in a round (n nodes flipped yes), there are w winning nodes and the winning subcarrier index is f , where f = 1,..,F Naturally, the success probability P s after R rounds in a network of M active nodes is:
1) Contenders-Winners Probability μ c,w,r : We know that if a node does not hear the referee reply, it will select itself as winner. In ideal channels, this can only happen if all contender nodes flip no, so the referee will not reply. In fading channels however, a node who flips no may simply be unable to hear the referee due to fading and thus select itself as winner, which is undesirable. So, depending on the number of nodes n who flip yes, the w winning nodes are split into w nodes who flipped yes and w − w who flipped no. This is a hypergeometric distribution [31] with support w ∈ H = {max 1, n − (c − w) , . . . , min(n, w)}. Thus, the probability μ c,w,r that round r finishes with w < c winners, given there were c contender nodes at the beginning of the round, is:
which holds only for w < c as it omits the case when all nodes flip yes. As MCBC ensures at least one winner in any round, the normalization condition 
2) Nominees-Winners Probability ν n,w,f : We employ an augmented multinomial distribution to compute ν n,w,f . Let X j be the random variable representing the number of nodes that picked subcarrier j in round r, where j = 1,.., F . The standard multinomial distribution [31] gives:
where 
which is the number of ways to split n nodes into F constrained groups. We can rewrite (19) as: (20) where Q j is defined as:
With fading, a node may also win if it does not hear the referee reply. We can thus define the random variable W j representing the number of winners that picked subcarrier j out of n j nominees. This follows a binomial distribution with respect to n j and ξ L ref :
where F j=1 w j = w and w j ≤ n j . Given n nominees and w winners, if the highest indexed subcarrier that is heard by the referee is f then all the nodes who picked f will win regardless of whether they can hear the referee reply or not. Hence, in this case we have n f = w f = w ≥ 1 and (X j , W j ) follows an augmented multinomial distribution given by: (23) where F j=1 w j = w, F j=1 n j = n, w j ≤ n j and A f,j is the augmented version of Q j :
One can notice that, in order for f to be the winning subcarrier, the cumulated burst from the w nodes must be heard by the referee (with probability 1 − ξ L w ) and the cumulated bursts from the nodes who picked any subcarrier j > f must be faded at the referee (with probability ξ L nj ). Now, ν n,w,f is computed by summing over all values of w , n 1 ,..,n F −1 and w 1 ,..,w F −1 in the augmented multinomial context, i.e., n f = w f = w , 
we can simplify (25) such that:
which, after more algebraic manipulations, becomes:
The number of sums in (27) is variable, depending on F , due to the multinomial distribution. The recursive function:
implements the variable multinomial sums in (27) and an expression suitable for numerical implementation is: (29) which, finally, plugs into (17) and in turn into (15) for the complete solution.
3) Ideal Case: In ideal channels, ξ ref = ξ n = 0, ∀n. For a uniform subcarrier choice 2 , i.e., q r,f = 1/F , then and μc,w,r is computed using (17) and (18).
B. Throughput and Delay
Let S be the normalized network throughput defined as the fraction of time the channel is used to successfully transmit payload bits. Contention sessions are independent so S is directly proportional to P s and since successful transmissions and collisions are equal in duration, we have:
where P s is given by (16) , N d is the data frame size in bits, B is the PHY bit rate in bits/s and T is the duration of one full contention+transmission (see Fig. 1 ) given by:
T slot is the duration of a contention or feedback slot, T d (T ACK ) is the time the PHY uses to transmit a data (acknowledgement) frame and SIFS is the Short Inter-Frame Space interval. The propagation delay, δ, is included in SIFS and T slot . SIFS is the same as in the standard [1] and T slot is: 
where we identify the duration of the PHY preamble (T pre ), size and bit rate of the signal field (N sgn , B sgn ), duration of one OFDM symbol (T sym ), size of the service field (N srv ), MAC header size (N MAC ) and number of tail bits (N tail ). The network delay is defined as the time elapsed since the scheduling of the data frame for transmission until (and including) its successful transmission:
where E[N c ] = 1/P s − 1 is the average number of collisions between two successful transmissions. As shown by (31) and (35), maximizing P s is crucial to obtain a high throughput and low delay.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To evaluate MCBC we obtained analytic results and performed hardware measurements and simulations in comparison with IEEE 802.11p, considering all PHY challenges from Section III. Unless otherwise stated, the parameters used are those in Table IV , all others being the same for both protocols as the ones in [1] for the 10 MHz OFDM channel.
The received signal power for each link (IEEE 802.11p) and each link and each subcarrier (MCBC) was independently subjected to fast Ricean fading considering the cumulative effect, as described in Section III-D2. For a fair comparison, we used equivalent carrier sense thresholds for the two protocols 4 using 
an average power of 3 dB above the detection threshold and considering a range of the Ricean fading factor 0.1 ≤ K ≤ 50. This allowed us to simulate scenarios varying from deep fading (high multipath ↔ dense buildings) to moderate fading (comparable multipath and LOS ↔ sparse buildings) to almost ideal channels (mostly LOS ↔ highways, open roads), giving a wide range of outage probability. By varying the fading levels in time, i.e., during the same measurement and simulation run, we effectively obtained variable topologies and random out-of-range conditions (links between nodes break or hold depending on the resulted received signal strength) to simulate networks where nodes can go in and out of range both randomly and rapidly -an expected scenario in vehicular networks.
Simulations and measurements matched the analytical expressions very well as shown in Fig. 18 . The wave shape of the top curves in Fig. 18 (left) is due to the usage of multiple contention rounds (R > 1) and so the p values can shift the position of the peaks. However, using R ≥ 3 rounds and an appropriate F , we notice a high and almost flat performance. Fig. 18 (center) shows that P s converges very quickly and that using R > 3 rounds brings little benefit when an appropriate p vector is used. As described in Section III-D3 and reflected in Fig. 18 (right) , using L > 1 visibly improves P s under fading. Activating the optional processing blocks (see Fig. 2 ), further improves performance under fading, as expected, since many nodes that flipped no can sense the bursts of those who flipped yes and are thus silenced before the referee reply.
Most IEEE 802.11 devices have RTS/CTS disabled by default [7] , operating in basic access mode, mainly to save power and minimize overhead and delay in light to medium loaded networks. In fading channels however, Fig. 19 , the basic mode throughput drops considerably since collisions can occur anywhere in the data frame as nodes can falsely detect a busy medium as idle. MCBC maintains a flat and higher throughput, even without fading protection (L = 1). In deep fading (small K), a node has a low chance of overhearing its neighbors in the contention slot and hence relies mostly on the referee's reply in the feedback slot. This in turn is more Fig. 18 . MCBC success probability Ps; Analysis vs. measurements vs. simulations: variable number of nodes in ideal channel (left), variable number of rounds in ideal channel (center) and variable fading (right). Lines represent theoretical analysis, circle markers represent software simulations and crosshair markers show hardware measurements. The square markers (right) represent results when the optional blocks of the algorithm (see Fig. 2 ) are enabled. likely to be faded when activating only one subcarrier and results in a higher collision rate and hence a lower throughput. Still, using F > 1 random subcarriers helps combat fading overall: the contention algorithm is oblivious to the identity of the winning node, so as long as at least one subcarrier can be sensed then the number of round winners is exponentially reduced, decreasing collisions. IEEE 802.11p has a much lower dependence on fading when it uses RTS/CTS as can be seen in Fig. 20 . The short RTS frames have a high chance of being accommodated in the backoff windows of hidden nodes so longer data frames can be used to increase efficiency as shown in Fig. 21 . When RTS/CTS is disabled (basic mode), increasing the data frame size has an adverse effect as explained above, yet there exists an optimum frame size, an effect shown in Fig. 21 . However, the energy cost of an RTS/CTS handshake is high, which is a major reason for disabling RTS/CTS in portable devices. The other downside is that it adds overhead.
MCBC combats fading by bursting on L > 1 simultaneous subcarriers as detailed in Section III-D3. Performance improves visibly in fading channels, maintaining both a high and flat performance profile even for many nodes and deep fading as seen in Figs. 20, 22 and 23. We notice from Figs. 21 and 22 that performance in good quality channels (high K) for L > 1 is negligibly worse than for L = 1. Considering that activating a few more subcarriers for < 20 μs introduces zero overhead and negligibly more energy consumption, MCBC can use L > 1 at all times and in all types of scenarios and topologies. This important result highlights the scalability and robustness of the protocol, i.e., it provides a stable and high performance profile under variable or harsh conditions, without delay or energy consumption compromises. Fig. 24 shows the actual throughput for all PHY bit-rates, in both high and low fading conditions. We notice that the throughput gain of MCBC over IEEE 802.11p increases with the bit-rate, thanks mainly to its low collision probability and low overhead -there are no random delays or distributed inter- frame spaces (DIFS) in MCBC. Overall, it offers above 57% more throughput on average-and above 81% more throughput at high bit-rates (> 18 Mbits/s) than does IEEE 802.11p with RTS/CTS. In deep fading, depending on the bit-rate, MCBC can achieve more than 100% gain as the fading protection scheme adds no overhead.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The MCBC cross-layer protocol was presented in depth with a keen eye towards realistic conditions. We discussed various real-world challenges pertaining to vehicular networks, e.g. high density of nodes, selective fading, time and frequency shift, synchronization and implementation issues, and presented a set of solutions as well as an analytical model to validate the performance. To further verify the theoretical and feasibility claims, we built a multi-core hardware testbed and ran simulations, at both PHY and MAC level. The simulations results in comparison with IEEE 802.11p show a considerable performance gain and markedly better resilience to channel fading and topology changes.
There are a number of key features of MCBC that are worth highlighting. The contention scheme spans both time and frequency domains and uses random individual subcarriers, reducing contention overhead and offering a very high success probability and hence improved reliability. The protocol maintains a high and very stable performance profile across a wide range of network loads and adverse channel conditions, thus offering high scalability and robustness -issues of particular relevance to vehicular networks. Considering also that contention parameters are fixed and contention sessions are very short (< 70 μs), it ensures resilience to variable topologies -another vehicular networks challenge -and adds to the protocol robustness. Finally, the fading protection mechanism adds no overhead and is insignificant in terms of energy cost so it can be enabled at all times, contrary to popular solutions like RTS/CTS.
Reliable QoS and prioritized access, which were design features of MCBC, were introduced in Section II-C and are the subject of future publications. We are currently in the process of building fully featured MCBC prototypes and developing IEEE 802.11 compatibility mechanisms.
